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Abstract

The idea of building artificial animals is an old dream of manhood, handed down through centuries by mythology and poetry. May it be the Trojan horse, Olympia the puppet or L. A. Ryggs "Mechanical horse", always the concepts aimed at an artificial humanoid or at reverse engineering of one of man's pets. Not surprisingly Sony's ® "AIBO" as the first commercially available "animate" is a biomimimetic copy of a pet. This anthropocentric approach ignores the fact that ancestral animals as well as most of the currently living animals are and were small – in the size of a mouse or a rat. We and our pets inherited most of our locomotory capabilities from the ancestral mammals, adapting mechanisms and control by only a a small amount in comparison to what happened 200,000,000 years ago when "modern" mammals were derived from reptile-like forms in a dramatical "reconstruction process". "Biological inspiration" of walking machines using mammals as paragons has to be founded on knowledge about the basic principles of mammalian locomotion, visible in small species. From this starting point, special locomotory adaptations of large cursorial mammals like humans, camels or horses may be identified and seperated from what is our common evolutionary heritage.

1. Introduction

Does nature provide better constructive solutions than engineers are able to invent? The current fashion-like approach of "back to nature" in the engineering sciences (which in its core is romantic and thus some 200 y old) yet did not result in obviously improved features of products. The original bionic approach led to pure biomimikry, and with the lack of adapted materials the simple copying of natural constructions in most cases could not result in improved technology. But perhaps should "learning from nature" be understood as the systematic analysis and understanding of biological principles and its transfer into machines by technical means? To test this approach the transfer of a functions tested by evolution for several 100 My promises best results. Legged locomotion in this context is of highest interest for engineers constructing non-wheel-driven vehicles as well as for biologists.

Biological Inspiration of the building of a walking machine may choose its paragons from the whole variety of species described by zoology. Terrestrial legged animal locomotion is a principle which seems to be under high evolutionary pressure what concerns the mechanical needs and solutions, since the overall motion of cockroaches [cf. Garcia et al., this issue] and cursorial mammals like horses may be explained by the same simple equations describing spring-mass systems [1], even if the neural control structures of these only far-related animals are quite different. But on the other hand, the morphological differences between species, base of classical taxonomy, indicate that these functional solutions may be realised by several mechanisms. Historically the ideas for realising animates mainly aimed at humanoids for service purposes, or at man's pets, if higher loads were planned to be carried. "The Mechanical Horse" [2] (fig. 1) nicely illustrates this anthropocentric approach by simply making copies of pets, which from a biological perspective is a very inefficient way to provide
engineers the informations they need for the construction of a technical walking machine.

Figure 1: "The Mechanical Horse", patented for L. A. Rygg 1893. [2]

From an evolutionary point of view, man and his pets are cursorial specialists each, showing morphological adaptations to the mechanical needs of species-specific locomotion. This specialisation is derived from a complete chain of heritage without any gap, with only slight modifications from generation to generation. Thus today's structural, mechanical, neural needs in each animal have to interact with evolutionary "decisions" millions of years of age old. Once a switch was turned, and it directed development and the range of possible adaptations in an irreversible manner. All recent animals have to deal with the material properties of musculature, all are controlled by a central nervous system which with the same main locomotory control functions was available already 200 My ago. In reptiles, which seperated from mammals at least at that time, the motoneuron pools for the extremities have the same locations as in mammals [3]. A morphological and functional convergence to the current situation from different starting points has only a low probability.

Biomometic copying of the specialist "horse" into a walking machine without knowing about the functional and evolutionary background which led to this biological solution thus is programmed to fail. But how to uncover the share of evolutionary heritage in relation to that of adaptations to current needs? Surprisingly, most of the living mammals and the ancient representants of the mammalian "stem line" own a common property: they are and were small and light-weighted, with body masses less than 1 kg (fig. 2).

Figure 2: Most of the living mammalian species and the ancestors of modern mammals are and were small. [4]

They all look more or less alike (here demonstrated by the photograph of a pika Ochotona rufescens, fig. 3) – some species owning a tail, some not – and, what have shown our own studies of the recent years, move in quite comparable manner, as well as what concerns kinematics as dynamics [5-10]. This is the reason why we suppose that small mammals may teach us the basic principles of mammalian locomotion. On this basis we may derive the special adaptations of large mammals like horses, which are the traditional load carrying "walking machines" of man, to special environmental needs.

Figure 3: Pika (Ochotona rufescens) sitting near the amplifier of a cineradiographic apparatus (Philips®, 150 frames/sec). In front of the device a Kistler® force plate (200 mm x 120 mm). [4]

To transfer these principles into a machine by technical means, thus extending the catalogue of possible technical solutions, not to substitute techniques by biology is the bionic strategy realised by the programm "Autonomous Walking", granted by the German Research Council DFG.
2. Small mammalian quadrupeds

Cineradiographies taken with the apparatus shown in fig. 3 show that 30% or more of spatial gain during cyclic locomotion of small mammals is produced by sagittal bending of the trunk for more than 40° (fig. 4). The vertebral column and its driving musculature (paravertebral and in the thoracic/abdominal wall) are the "main engines" of the animals.

Even between not nearly related species the configurations of the extremities during the locomotion cycle are quite comparable, rather independently of the gait pattern chosen. This observation allows us to abstract leg movement into the stick figures of an idealized mammal (fig. 5).

A pantograph, which is more or less rectangular, during about 90° of rotation around the legs' bearings at the trunk in the stance phase is crouched to guide the animal's center of mass in a spring-mass system. The springs are muscles, the stiffer and faster ones mainly serving as bi-articular, tunable coupling elements, the compliant slower mono-articular ones mainly offering the possibility to elastically store energy (fig. 6).

**Figure 4:** Crouching of the trunk and bending of the vertebral column of a pika (*Ochotona rufescens*) during cyclic locomotion (half-bound). The pelvis is coupled fix to the vertebral column and thus indicates its orientation.

**Figure 5:** Stick figures of the legs of a variety of small mammals at the reversal points of a motion cycle (foot down, foot up). The grey shaded ellipses contain the stick figures of an "idealized mammal." [11]

**Figure 6:** Concept of the "pantograph leg" of small mammals. This model is derived from cineradiography,
topographic typing of muscle fibres and electromyography, in a study on twelve species. [4] Main elements of the springs are the muscle bellies, containing elastic proteins like titin and nebulin [12, 13]. Combining cineradiographic data with force data yields the results that joint torques in the extremities are rather uniform, independent of the species under study (fig. 7).

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7: Comparison of the joint torques of four species of small mammals (two species owning a tail and two without a tail).

Interlimb coordination shows no distinct phase shift patterns allowing to identify "gaits", synchronous and symmetrical patterns are chosen in high variability and may be combined with one each other from one step to the next. Speed gain mainly is achieved by an increase of step frequency (decrease of step duration, fig. 8), in extreme keeping half-bound coordination schemes over a tenfold range of velocity.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8: Cycle duration of the half-bound of a pika (*Ochotona rufescens*) as a function of speed. [11]

3. Large mammalian quadrupeds

On the basis of the above described principles of the functional morphology of small versatile mammals we are able to point onto the special adaptations of the evolutionary younger, large mammals, used by man as load-carrying pets. Large cursorial mammals like horses use motions of their vertebral columns in notable, but much lower extents than small mammals do (fig. 9).

![Figure 9](image)

Figure 9: Bending excursion of the vertebral column of a horse during gallop. Data taken from high-speed films (200 frames/sec).

Due to the decreasing muscular capabilities with growing body mass (load is increasing by the third power of length, muscle forces are proportional to the cross sectional areas of muscles, which only increase by the square of length) the leg construction is extended, the long elements are of uneven length, the long tendons of the muscles serve as springs (fig. 10).
**Figure 10:** The spring construction formed by the tendon of the long finger flexor of a horse, acting around the fetlock joint. [14]

**Figure 11:** Simple model of a horse in gallop.

These springy legs interact with a bending beam in the trunk [15] (fig. 11). Collagenous tendons own fixed elastic properties, the spring-mass systems have rather fixed resonance frequencies. The consequence is that horses show the well-known phenomenon we call "gaits" (fig. 12).

**Fig 12:** Cycle duration of a horse as a function of speed. Within one gait the frequency is kept rather constant. [16]

### 4. Principles to be transferred into a machine

The main influence factor on the extension of the legs and the reduction of sagittal spine bending in large mammals seems to be the limited range of adaptability of structural properties of the materials of the locomotor apparatus (producible tension in muscles, sustainable tension in support tissues, Young’s modulus). In our first "naive" approach of transferring principles of natural locomotion into a four-legged technical walking machine ["BISAM II", cf. Ilg et al., this issue] we assume that these limitations may be overcome by technical materials. Thus we construct the machine as an enlarged small mammal, hoping on small mammals’ versatility in combination with large mammals’ load carrying capacities. If our simulations and results of experiments identify limitations of currently available technical materials for these purposes, we shall follow the adaptive principles shown by large mammals. In detail this leads to the following rules for our basic construction:

1. Use rectangular pantograph legs with minimally three segments (what concerns proportions cf. Blickhan et al. this issue).
2. Guidance of parallized segment in the pantograph should be realized as a stiff coupling, the coupling of neighboured levers should be more compliant.
3. The leg drive should be located near to or on the trunk (proximal).
4. Tuning of the height guidance of the CoM should be realised by distal elements (near to the ground).
5. Fore- and hindlimbs may have the same construction.
6. Legs should use standard dynamics. Reactive control for needs of propulsion should mainly act on the hindlimbs.
7. In a first step, optimise the leg construction in interaction with a stiff trunk.
8. In the next step, allow sagittal bending of the trunk preferably to lateral bending or torsion.
9. The pivots of the legs may be shifted longitudinally (like in the scapula of a horse).
10. Follow Raibert’s and Buehler’s principles and do use resonance processes for quadrupedal walking machines!

### 5. Outlook

Biomechanics is not only humano-mechanics. Extension of our field of view to what is outside of our anthropocentric perspective yields high potential to derive principles from nature, which may enlarge and enrich the engineer’s toolbox.
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